Top 10 Reasons for Choosing
Pro-Watch® + VISTA Integration
Increased Sales
Opportunities

Pro-Watch + VISTA provides a powerful, convergent platform that integrates access control and
VISTA intrusion with Honeywell’s powerful video integration platforms: DVM, Rapid Eye and Fusion.
The ability to integrate these industry-leading Honeywell solutions gives you countless opportunities
to offer end-users major upgrades to existing systems—or significantly enhance the operation of
new ones.

Increased
System Security

The integration to Rapid Eye, Fusion and DVM allows the storage and easy identification, retrieval
and playback of events and alarms. Access or intrusion events can trigger cameras or recordings.
Users can view live video or easily retrieve video playback of access or intrusion events directly
within Pro-Watch + VISTA.

No Need to
Retrain

Pro-Watch + VISTA integrates with Honeywell products that have been popular with customers for
years. End-users are comfortable with the familiar look and feel of existing installations and will
require little to no additional training.

Global
Enterprise

Develop a global security policy and monitor intrusion events from sites around the world using
Pro-Watch global enterprise capabilities.

Enhanced
Intrusion Function

Add Pro-Watch + VISTA to your existing VISTA-128FBP or VISTA-250FBP and take advantage of
powerful enhanced functionality such as graphical floor plans, customized report generation and
user actions, real time event/alarm reporting and more.

Incremental
Revenue

Increase your customer retention and create additional revenue opportunities. Pro-Watch + VISTA
lets you go back to existing access installations and add digital video or intrusion as security
needs change.

Save Time and
Money

Reduce costs and save installation time using a pre-configured PC. With any pre-configured and
tested PC, software installation is as easy as turning on the PC and running the software wizards—
there are no problems with operating systems or resource sharing.

IT Friendly

Communicating with IT directors with standard IT terminology and creating a network configuration
using existing Ethernet is easy. Pro-Watch + VISTA can run on most existing IT networks as a
service without interfering with other IT network policies or security.

Automated
Systems

Pro-Watch + VISTA gives you multiple ways to schedule reports for your customers. You can
create and print reports automatically. With the addition of VISTA, users can also run reports on any
access or intrusion alarm or event.

Meet Customer
Needs

Customers want a complete integrated system that saves time and gives a greater level of security.
With Pro-Watch + VISTA integration, your customers can use one single system to manage all their
security needs. Pro-Watch + VISTA integration delivers what customers have been asking for!
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